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Wave competition in excitable modulated media
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The propagation of an initially planar front is studied within the framework of the photosensitive Belousov-
Zhabotinsky reaction modulated by a smooth spatial variation of the local front velocity in the direction
perpendicular to front propagation. Under this modulation, the wave front develops several fingers correspond-
ing to the local maxima of the modulation function. After a transient, the wave front achieves a stationary
shape that does not necessarily coincide with the one externally imposed by the modulation. Theoretical
predictions for the selection criteria of fingers and steady-state velocity are experimentally validated.
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During the past few decades, the Belousov-Zhabotinsky
�BZ� reaction has been the paradigm of nonlinear active me-
dia �1,2� due to its suitability both to mimic some of the
properties observed in more complex systems such as cardiac
tissue or neural networks�3,4� and to validate theoretical
predictions on autowave behavior�5–7�. Thus the properties
of different autowaves such as spirals�4,8–13�, superspirals
�14�, V-shaped patterns�5,15�, pinwheels�16,17� and targets
waves�6,18� have been widely treated in the literature.

On the other hand, velocity and shape selection in pattern
forming interfaces have been issues of central interest in re-
cent years, not only in chemical systems but in a wide range
of situations such as viscous fingering, dendritic growth, di-
rectional solidification, or flame propagation�19,20�. In par-
ticular, analytical�21� and experimental�22,23� studies have
been carried out recently in inhomogenous media, where a
stable front develops a stationary structure as a consequence
of the spatial modulation of an external control parameter.

The aim of this paper is to show experimentally the
propagation of an initially planar front in an inhomogeneous
medium in order to compare its stationary shape and velocity
with the one analytically obtained by perturbative techniques
in �21� for a general reaction-diffusion system. Experiments
were performed by using a photosensitive version of the BZ
reaction. In this reaction-diffusion system, the catalyst ruthe-
nium bipyridil „Ru(bby)3… presents two states of oxidation
that play a part in the reduction-oxidation process by promot-
ing the production of the activator (HBrO2) and the inhibitor
(Br�) species. In an illuminated BZ reaction the excited
Ru2� produces extra Br�, which decreases the excitability of
the system and consequently the propagation velocity of au-

towaves�18,24�. In this way, it is possible to control the
excitability of the system by changing the intensity of the
applied illumination. In order to avoid convection effects, the
catalyst Ru(bby)3 �0.71 mM� was immobilized in a silica-gel
matrix in a Petri dish�a gel 1 mm thick and 14 cm in diam-
eter was prepared as in Ref.�25��. The reactant concentra-
tions were 0.18M NaBr, 0.34M malonic acid, 0.38M
NaBrO3, and 0.48M H2SO4. The solution was poured into
the Petri dish at room temperature (23�1 °C). Experiments
were performed for approximately12 h to keep unchanged
reactant concentrations. The Petri dish was illuminated from
below by a halogen lamp, whose intensity was controlled by
means of an external variable resistor and measured by a
photometer. Recording was done with a vertically placed
charge coupled device camera via an interference filter at
450.6 nm. The images were digitized by an image-
acquisition card and analyzed on a personal computer.

The gel was inhomogeneously illuminated by placing un-
der the Petri dish a transparency where the modulation func-
tion �pattern from now on� was printed out. To calibrate the
medium, different patterns corresponding to constant modu-
lation functions�strips� were used in order to have different
illumination conditions. These strips permit measurements of
the velocity of a planar wave as a function of the light inten-
sity. Strips were considered to be 0.7 cm wide to prevent a
wave velocity dependence on the strip width�24� and 6 cm
long to allow waves to reach a stationary velocity. This ve-
locity is observed to decrease linearly within the range of
light intensities used�Fig. 1�.

In order to modulate smoothly the local front velocity in
the x direction�waves propagate in they direction� two dif-
ferent patterns were printed on the transparency�6.9 cm wide
and 11.7 cm long�. The analytical form of the local front
velocity for the two modulation functionsu(x) is given by
the expression*Electronic address: irene@fmmeteo.usc.es
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u�x ��A1exp� ��sx�x1�2

b1
��A2exp� ��sx�x2�2

b1
�

�A3exp� ��sx�x3�2

b2
��A4cos�2��sx�x3���A5 ,

�1�

where A1�0.27, A2�0.36, A4�0.18, A5�4.16, s�0.72,
b1�0.5, b2�0.1, x1�3.5, x2�1.5, x3�2.5, andA3�0 or
0.108 depending on the required modulation function. Both
functions, which were obtained using the relationship be-
tween planar wave velocity and intensity given by Fig. 1,
present five local maxima as shown at the bottom of Fig. 2.
The main difference between them is the height of the central
maximum. The shortest corresponds to the value ofA3�0 in
the local front velocityu(x) and plotted below Fig. 2�a� and
the highest toA3�0.108 plotted below Fig. 2�b�. A planar
wave front, which was induced using a black piece of paper,
propagates in they direction as shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�.
Each white line in both pictures corresponds to the same
wave front at different times�the delay between consecutive
lines is 6 min�. At an early stage, both waves mimic its
modulation function by developing five local maxima�fin-
gers�. According to this, the wave fronts evolve towards a
five-finger pattern, where each finger moves with different
velocity. The dynamics not only depends on the local details
of u(x) around the maxima but each finger interacts with its
nearest neighbors giving rise to a slow competition process
among them. As a result of such an interaction, some of the
slowest fingers are eliminated�fingers 1, 3, and 5 in Fig. 2�a�
and fingers 1 and 5 in Fig. 2�b��, while some of the fastest
ones�fingers 2 and 4 in Fig. 2�a� and fingers 2, 3, and 4 in
Fig. 2�b�� survive. After this process, the front attains a sta-
tionary shape and velocity, at least during the remaining
available experimental time�10 min�.

A different perspective of the competition process is
shown in Fig. 3, where the three central fingers of the modu-
lation function shown in Fig. 2�a� are plotted in a frame
moving at the propagation velocity of the fastest one�the one

on the left�. This plot shows how the slow finger is actually
invaded by the lateral ones, as if two one-dimensional fronts
were propagating laterally into the central area. Note that
during the competition process, the maxima of the finger on
the right do not stay exactly at the same position because the
fronts are plotted in the frame moving at the velocity of the
finger on the left.

The experimental results confirm the analytical predic-
tions and the theoretical scenario given in Ref.�21� for ge-
neric reaction diffusion systems. There the stationary shape

FIG. 1. Dependence of wave velocity on light intensity. The
points fit the solid line corresponding to the linear equation:
v(mm/min)�cI(�W/cm2)�d, where c��3.02�10�3 and d
�5.50, with an accuracy greater than 99%.

FIG. 2. Evolution of two initially flat fronts under two different
spatial modulations of the wave velocity. At early times, the fronts
mimic the modulation function with five fingers each. During the
transient, fingers 1, 3, and 5 disappear in�a� and only 1 and 5
disappear in�b�. Fronts, from bottom to top, corresponding to 0, 6,
12, and 18 min after the beginning of the experiments. The dark
strip represents the piece of paper that generates the initially planar
wave front. The plots on the bottom of each figure represent thex
modulation of the local velocity.

FIG. 3. Invasion of the lateral fast fingers into the area corre-
sponding to the slow central finger taken from Fig. 2�a�. The fronts
are plotted at three different times (t1�4 min, t2�12 min, andt3

�20 min� in the reference frame moving at the propagation veloc-
ity of the fastest finger�the one on the left�. Due to the different
velocities of the dominant fingers, the one on the left invades the
central area faster than the one on the right. The pattern was sub-
stracted from the images to enhance the contrast.
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and velocity of a wave front are predicted as a function of the
modulation functionu(x) by invoking singular perturbation
techniques. The theoretical approach is based on the assump-
tion that the modulation is sufficiently smooth and in practice
its period sufficiently large to guarantee the validity of the
local equation for the normal velocityvn expressed in terms
of the prescribed modulation and the front curvature� �26–
29�,

vn�u�x ��D�, �2�

whereD is an appropriate diffusion coefficient. As far as this
eikonal equation is a faithful approximation of the original
problem, the front dynamics must be viewed as strictly local.
Accordingly, the competition process does not result from
screening of a diffusive field by the fingers but through the
dynamics of the contacts between adjacent fingers. The mo-
tion of these contacts can in turn be described as lateral
fronts propagating in thex direction. The final conclusion is
that the number of surviving fingers�i.e., the number of
maxima on the stationary front shape� is given by a simple
comparison between the local maxima ofu(x) and the actual
selected velocityv. The latter can in turn be estimated as the
largest value of�21�

v�um� 1�
D

um
��um� �

um
� �3�

evaluated at the different local maxima ofu(x). In other
words, Eq.�3� taken at the absolute maximum ofu(x), de-
noted uM , establishes a sort of minimum finger velocity,
below which fingers are annihilated, and thus constitutes a
selection rule for finger propagation. Although the dynamical
process is local, this selection criterion may be considered as
nonlocal, in the sense that the fate of each finger depends on
the comparison with all other fingers. In passing, note that
the equation above clearly identifies the actual perturbation
parameter of the whole analysis as the ratio of two charac-
teristic length scales respectively given by the diffusion
length LD�D/uM and the one associated with the modula-
tion Lm

�1�(�uM� �/uM)1/2.
In Fig. 4 the two modulation functions were superim-

posed�with five local maxima for each one and the central
maximum slightly different�. Due to the similarity between
both functions around the absolute maximum, the theoretical
(v theor) and experimental (vexpt) values ofv are indepen-
dent ofA3 for the considered values given above. The diffu-

sion coefficient used in Eq.�3� wasD�4�10�5 cm2/s and
was estimated following a procedure similar to the one de-
scribed in�30�, which fits in with the values given in�22�. It
can be observed in Fig. 4 how fingers 2 and 4 always survive
because their maxima local velocities are larger thanv �both
theoretically and experimentally�. On the other hand, finger 3
only persists when its velocity is given by the modulation
function ub(x) �dotted line�. This is in good qualitative
agreement with Fig. 2�a�, where only fingers 2 and 4 survive
�corresponding to the modulation functionua(x)�, and fin-
gers 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 2�b� for ub(x). Moreover, given the
lowest-order nature of the theoretical prediction, the quanti-
tative agreement betweenv theor andvexpt is satisfactory, the
small differences arising probably from unavoidable experi-
mental inaccuracies�light dispersion, etc.�.
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